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Consumer interest in health and 

healthy products will bleed into the 

workplace, and employees will lend 

a critical eye to how their employer 

helps them live their life, not just 

manage their health care. 
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As critics and advocates squabble over 

program effectiveness, wellness 

participants take a seat at the table to 

assert their primary concern: privacy. 
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Wellness will become a way to differentiate 

benefits and compete for talent, with a focus on 

diverse, personalized programs that encourage 

activity and engagement. 
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More companies will see backlashes, like 

CVS and Penn State, against draconian 

programs done to employees instead of 

for them. 
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Businesses will find that for their wellness 

initiatives to be successful, they will need to 

adopt a “mobile first” model for all actions that 

require employee interaction or engagement. 
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This is the year we will start to 'trash' 

junk food. It never deserved to be a 

food group in the first place, and 

people are getting the memo! 
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The gut's bacteria–the microbiome–will 

be a major focus of research in weight 

management and in many aspects of 

physical and mental health. 
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The gold standard Diabetes 

Prevention Program will make its 

way into corporations, providing an 

evidence-based approach for 

sustainable weight loss. 
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ACOs with responsibility for entire populations will 

need evidence based strategies for each phase in 

the continuum of engagement: reaching, recruiting, 

retaining, progress, and success. 
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We will see a huge and rapid shift of 

employers moving their employees into 

private health insurance marketplaces. 
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Employee wellness is transforming 

from health management into holistic 

wellbeing. 
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The perception of the global workplace as a stressful 

site rather than an energizing one will continue. 

Smart employers will invest in workforce strategies 

that boost resilience across organizations. 
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Insurers will launch more 

innovative group products 

rewarding members for wellness 

activities and outcomes. 
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The time when employers did wellness for wellness’ 

sake is over. Growing data connects employee health 

and wellness to employee productivity, and employee 

productivity to the employers’ profitability. 
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